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AAlloohhaaAAlloohhaa to you alto you alll

We have receive a number of article in the last couple of months, if they are not in this
issue they will be in the next, which I have already started as we are very late with this
one (as usual.)
I still have some photos taken at Shustoke in March, I will put those in too.

There is an interesting article about Lloyd Green on page 6, who has been inducted into
the ‘European Steel Guitar Hall of Fame’, definately worth a read.                     

Although I have always been a fan of Lloyd Green and enjoyed his steel playing, I’m not
sure why he has been selected; being American. I was under the impression it was for
European’s, or at least honouring the European players first. I understood one of the rea-
sons the European Hall of Fame had been started was because our players do not get the
recognition they deserve from the U.S. Hall of Fame.(My thoughts, anyway no disrespect
to Lloyd intended. (Pat.)

B.J. Cole from the U.K. has also been inducted, maybe someone could do an article on
his career ! 

I believe Brecon was a good event as usual (see Beryl’s article page four), unfortunately
Basil and I couldn’t go this year, but we are looking forward to Shustoke. 
If you haven’t attended one of these gatherings and if its at all possible you should, I’m
sure you would enjoy it. (See back page for information.)
Also Chanos France, another great meeting. (Details pages 26-27.)

News from John Marsden – Roy Edwards died on May 27th members who remember him
will know he recorded “One Rose” and “On Treasure Island” (Dec. 17th 1947) while he
was with Mendelssohn’s Serenaders.

Also John informs me that Mike Scott is preparing two CD’s, one of Felix and the other of
Harry Brooker, including tracks not previously heard. 
Harry Brooker’s son Gary of the Group ‘Procol Harum’, who recently met up with Mike
has taken a keen interest in the project.

Hope I haven’t forgotten anything the memory is not what it was. - What am I doing?  
Oh yes the magazine.

Thank you once again for letters and articles etc.
Keep up the interest, this is your Mag.

MMaahhaalloo NNuuii LLooaaMMaahhaalloo NNuuii LLooaa
PPaatt aanndd BBaazzPPaatt aanndd BBaazz....
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BBRREECCOONN  CCOONNVVEENN TTII OONN 
JJUUNNEE 22001100 

Another successful 'Brecon' has passed - how quickly (it seems) the time is here to report events yet again. 
We had an extremely enjoyable meeting - unfortunately Basil and Pat could not join us as Baz had to
go to his usual Tenerife location organised by Bob Brolly-(gigs for charity) and this year the two dates
coincided. 

We were delighted to welcome a new face, a lovely man from France, namely, Bernard Glorian - a
close friend of Digby Hardy and he was visiting the Hardy's home at the time....a very efficient player of
pedal steel - much to the pleasure of everyone (photo in usual gallery). 
An addition to our usual backing instruments is an electric piano, it belongs to Don Blakemore, and is 
transportable, and Don is now lending it to the group on all occasions which is very fortunate for us, as 
Stewart Moffat, whose main instrument is piano, is very accomplished and experienced (covering a
wide range of different types of music) and everyone found this to be a very welcome accompaniment. 

Our usual line-up of players attended-including Roly Spurgeon, who did a great job of backing on rhythm
guitar---as Pat was missing he played far more than he would normally - Roly would much rather be
playing his beloved steel, so thank you for that Roly - Digby also played rhythm… and sang…and played
uke…etc. etc. whenever," he felt like it -great to see Digby's enthusiasm…we're all enthusiastic but
some show it more than others----Hurrah for Digby. 

Line-up as follows:- 
Ernie and Helen Coker (all the way from Texas again many congrats. for the effort.)
Deryck Hughes……….  Steel Guitar 
Steve Hancock ……… .Steel Guitar…. with wife Kath singing a few numbers.  
Ted Bluck…………….   Steel Guitar  
Rod King………………  Steel Guitar 
Bernard Glorian ………  Pedal Steel 
Dave Barnfield………..  Steel Guitar - thank-you Dave for the P.A. 
Robert Shafer…………..Steel Guitar, vocals and  excellent Uke
Roly Spurgeon………… Steel Guitar 
The New' Trio… comprising, Don Blakemore-Harmonica, Harry Thompson - Drums  (not the full set') 
and Stewart Moffat Piano.
This last item proved quite effective and seemed to be appreciated (in fact, this is why the piano was
bought originally). 
We also heard Rosie, who rendered a very amusing few minutes for us by performing her 'stand-up'
routine. 

The backers were Rosemary King on Bass, Roly and Digby (as mentioned) on Rhythm, Stewart Moffat
Uke and Piano, Rod King Uke, Harry Thompson on Drums. 
As usual, before we finished we were treated to the usual 'Jam' which was just great-followed of course
by the 'Now is the Hour' circle. Hugs and kisses and handshakes and "see you soons" abounded. 

Thanks due to Pat Jones as ever for 'fixing' the convention. 
Our next one is at Shustoke, arranged by Deryck Hughes, in September we trust we shall enjoy this
one as much as Brecon.
There is Pat's info. about it on the back page of this mag. PLEASE READ IT. 

ALOHA, 
Beryl Lavinia. 
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Lloyd Lamar Green was born in Leaf, Mississippi,
in 1937. Four years later, with World War II looming,
his family relocated to Mobile, Alabama, which was about to become
a center of war-related manufacturing. Circa 1944, Lloyd began study-
ing the Oahu Method For Steel Guitar. Popular in many parts of Amer-
ica, the company offered "test lessons" to gauge talent. Lloyd did so
well with those lessons that though Oahu didn't permit kids under 14
to study, they made an exception for him. "I became the poster child
for the course when I was about 10 years old," he said. "By then I'd
bought my first electric Hawaiian guitar - a Rickenbacker, bakelite,
probably 1943-'44 model, and an Oahu amp."

At every weekly lesson, his teacher gave him a Hawaiian tune and a
pop tune to learn. "I had a photographic memory, so I didn't have any
problem. The teacher would play songs for the following week's music
and I would memorize them immediately. I could play it exactly like
she played it. By the time I was nine years old, I could play better than
my teacher." Like many steel players of his generation, his first hero
was Eddy Arnold sideman Little Roy Wiggins, followed by Jerry Byrd,
whom Green calls "The first steel guitar artist. He had all the ingredi-
ents of tone, intonation, emotion, artistry and sound. He was a true
artist. He and I were friends in the latter stage of his life. I don't think
anybody has ever advanced the precepts of his concept of how to
play the Hawaiian or steel guitar. I could play Byrd's stuff pretty good,
but then I heard Don Helms with Hank
Williams, so I was learning the records
when I was a kid, as country music
became a big deal."

Green started playing pop music in Mobile nightclubs at age 10. He moved to coun-
try, played through high school, and after graduation attended Mississippi Southern
College (now the University of Southern Mississippi). Like many non-pedal players,
Bud Isaacs' work on Webb Pierce's "Slowly" inspired him enough that he added a
homemade pedal mechanism - the pedal came from a Model T Ford - to his Fender
Stringmaster. "While in school, I was playing around Mississippi with Justin Tubb,
the Wilburn Brothers, the Browns, Hank Locklin... It really whetted my appetite." The
work excited him so much that late in 1956, Lloyd shocked his parents by informing
them he was going to Nashville. His long-term intention? "Going back to school after
I got this out of my system," earning his degree, and likely joining the military. "I met
Dot and we got married six or seven months after I got to Nashville, and we're still
married."

On December 26, 1956, 19-year-old Green pulled into Nashville and that same day,
landed a job with Faron Young's band. He'd spend a year and a half with Young,
one of the era's major stars, known for his volatile, outspoken nature. "Our first date
was in Albuquerque in an ice arena. The first show (Faron) said, 'Son, you got talent.
I like your playin'. But that piece of crap you're playin' onstage - he was talkin' about
my Fender - is a huge embarrassment to the great Faron Young. You can't play that
piece of s**t on my show.' He said, 'I got a triple-neck Bigsby with one pedal on it.'
And that's what he let me use the year and a half I worked for him."
In March, 1957, barely three months after arriving, Green did his first Nashville
recording session with rising star George Jones, whom he met touring with Young.
That session produced Jones' hit single "Too Much Water." "RCA's (Nashville) studio had been open a month,"
he remembers. "Hank Garland played guitar, T. Tommy Cutrer played drums, I played steel, Shorty Lavender
played fiddle, and Strollin' Tom Pritchard, who was also with Faron, played bass. Marvin Hughes played piano.
They put a ribbon microphone in the hallway. They didn't have a reverb chamber. It was primitive, analog record-
ing. I said 'This is where I need to be. This is where I'm gonna spend my life - in the studio.'"

LLOYD GREEN WITH THE THE SIGNATURE MODEL

PEDAL-STEEL GUITAR HE DESIGNED FOR THE SHO-BUD

COMPANY IN 1973. PRIOR TO THIS, A SINGLE ON A

DOUBLE-NECK CABINET WITH PAD DIDN'T EXIST.
THIS STEEL HAS BEEN USED ON MORE THAN 5,000
RECORDING SESSIONS AND IT CONTINUES TO BE HIS

PRIMARY STEEL. THE SEAT IS A SHO-BUD PAC-A-SEAT

HE HAS USED SINCE 1973. PHOTO: RUSTY RUSSELL.

A 10-YEAR-OLD GREEN IN 1947
WITH A BAKELITE-COVERED RICK-
ENBACKER SIX-STRING AND OAHU

AMP, IN A PHOTO USED BY THE

OAHU COMPANY TO ENCOURAGE

PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS.
HE STARTED TAKING HAWAIIAN

GUITAR LESSONS AT AGE SEVEN

AND BY THIS TIME WAS PLAYING

PROFESSIONALLY.

LLllooyydd GGrreeeenn IInndduucctteedd iinnttoo tthhee EEuurrooppeeaann LLllooyydd GGrreeeenn IInndduucctteedd iinnttoo tthhee EEuurrooppeeaann 
SStteeeell GGuuiittaarr HHaallll ooff FFaammee.. SStteeeell GGuuiittaarr HHaallll ooff FFaammee.. 
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Green left Young's band in mid 1958, toting a new steel, thanks
to Shot Jackson. The former non-pedal steel player for the Bailes
Brothers and the duo of Johnny and Jack, Jackson had teamed
with Buddy Emmons in '57 to manufacture Sho-Bud pedal steels.
"Shot befriended me and Dot, even from those days I worked with
Faron," Lloyd says. "He took me under his wing, adopted me, sort
of. I always treated him fairly and he always treated me way more
than fairly. He saved our life, financially, in the early days, a cou-
ple times." Shot traded Green a Rickenbacker doubleneck with
two retrofitted pedals for the Fender. He used the Rick the next
three years, freelancing with Ferlin Husky, Jean Shepard, her
husband Hawkshaw Hawkins, and Patsy Cline. Money remained
tight, however, and by 1961 he took a day job selling shoes. "I
put my guitar up, didn't touch it or take it out of the case for two
years," he said. Promotion to an assistant manager's position in
Little Rock didn't help. "Over six months, Dot and I felt like we were
in prison," he says.

By the spring of '63, he was ready to try music again. His Musicians'
Union card expired, he sold shoes in Nashville until singer Roy Drusky,
whom Green had accompanied onstage at the Grand Ole Opry, offered
him a job. Along with performing and recording, Drusky managed the
Nashville office of the music licensing company SESAC. Lloyd became
Drusky's assistant - a fast track back into playing - explaining, "It was just
a magic carpet unfolded from the moment we made that decision after
Easter, 1963. By Easter of '64, I was recording and had a nice doubleneck
Bigsby that Shot put six pedals on." He admits, though, that his first amp
choice, an Ampeg with a 12" speaker, was "really timid and mellow. It
wasn't the amp for steel guitar."

SESAC, he says, "was a good move because I assumed all the respon-
sibilities. (Roy) didn't spend much time in the office. I did all the front work.
Our offices were right in the middle of Music Row, and the first week I
was there, Slim Williamson, who owned Chart Records, hired me for a
demo and a master session. That became my first (studio) account." His
second week at SESAC, he met independent New York record producer
Aubrey Mayhew, who sold country material he recorded to low-budget
labels and worked on a Mayhew-produced LP album by fiddler Gordon
Terry. At Chart, Green began working with new artist Lynn Anderson,
whose hits there led to greater stardom on Columbia Records with pop
country classics like "Rose Garden." "I was leader and producer on all
those Chart sessions. Slim gave me carte blanche," he says. Green
accompanied singers' recording demos for song publishers, which gave
him freedom to try a new, assertive style. In '64 he recorded his first
album, a generic Hawaiian LP. Over the next 15 years he'd record 13
more solo albums.
As he did occasional sessions with Nashville A-teamers, Lloyd felt com-
pelled to confine himself to tried-and-true mainstream riffs inspired by
Buddy Emmons or Jimmy Day, until Grady Martin, one of Nashville's all-
time great studio guitarists, provided a needed reality check. 'I kept
blowin' the intro. Grady stopped the session, put his guitar down, looked
at me and said, 'Lloyd, if we wanted Emmons or Day, we'd hire them! You got a thousand ideas floatin' around
in your head, if you'll just relax and play 'em!' It was a moment of truth. From that moment on, I determined that
I was gonna find my own way."
One of the demos Green played on ended up with Decca recording artist Warner Mack, who dismissed the song
but realized the steel licks were perfect for a new original he planned to record. 
He played the demo for "The Bridge Washed Out" for his Decca producer, Nashville Sound co-creator Owen
Bradley, who preferred using steel guitarist Pete Drake on sessions. "Warner said, 'Pete can't play this.' But
Owen wasn't buyin' it. Still, he reluctantly let Warner use me on the session. Nashville was becomin' a big deal.
More business-oriented instead of just a laid-back little town to cut records. And the major producers didn't want
to use outside (non-studio) musicians."

GREEN IN 1961, PLAYING A RICKENBACKER DOUBLENECK

EIGHT-STRING WITH TWO PEDALS (E TO A CHANGE).

GREEN AT THE GRAND OLE' OPRY IN 1964.
GREEN IS PLAYING A BIGSBY DOUBLENECK EIGHT-

STRING CONVERTED INTO A SHO-BUD BY SHOT

JACKSON, WITH SIX FLOOR PEDALS AND TWO KNEE

LEVERS. "THAT STEEL WAS ORIGINALLY

PURCHASED BY CARL SMITH, FOR JOHNNY

SIBERT, WHOSE NAME WAS BENEATH THE PIECE OF

WOOD OVER THE NAMEPLATE, THEN SOLD TO

WEBB PIERCE FOR SONNY BURNETT, HIS STEEL-
ER," SAID GREEN. "I OWNED IT DURING MY FIRST

FULL YEAR RECORDING IN NASHVILLE, AND

RECORDED MY FIRST TWO NUMBER ONE RECORDS

WITH IT - 'THE BRIDGE WASHED OUT,' 
BY WARNER MACK, AND 'GIRL ON THE BILL-

BOARD' BY DEL REEVES."
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The session, which took place March 16, 1965, proved memorable for Lloyd, who
after setting up his Bigsby, rehearsed the song with Mack and the session band.
"Bob Moore put his bass down and came over and said 'Son, that's a career for
you right there - there's your sound!' Pretty soon everybody in the studio was
sayin' the same thing except (legendary studio guitarist) Grady Martin and Owen.
Grady's sittin' next to me, doodlin' around. I wanted his approval, too, so I said,
'What do you think, Grady?' He just looked at me and said, real sarcastically, and
said, 'S**t!,' turned around, and started doodling again. I didn't know what that
meant, but thought it was his conditional approval."
Conditional, perhaps, but not universal. "Owen was really gonna try to humiliate
me and Warner. He'd push the control button and say, 'Turn them damn highs
off-a that steel! They're killin' my ears! You got too much volume!' Soon, he
stormed out of the control room and said, 'I've gotta go make a phone call!' and
he was gone 20 minutes. I worked a lot of sessions for Owen for many years after
that and he never again treated me that way. He never walked out of a session,
but I think he was so furious Warner forced him into using me instead of Pete - he
couldn't stand the idea. Fast-forward three months, and the record comes out and
immediately goes to number one. My career was launched. I was workin' three
and four sessions a day. "
There's a coda to the story. One day, as "Bridge" peaked, Lloyd stopped for lunch
at Waskanin's diner, near Music Row. Bradley was there with Chet Atkins and
Kapp Records producer Paul Cohen. "Some guy walked up and said, 'Owen, I
just heard this new Warner Mack record. That is a killer! It's so original. I haven't
heard anything like that!' Owen said, 'Well, I really appreciate that. We knew we
were on to something new when we cut it.' I wanted to turn around and say, 'Tell
him the truth about what you said!' But I thought 'Okay, my point's made.'"
He was about to get a chance to make greater points. In 1964, Aubrey Mayhew
began producing hard-living, minor-league Nashville singer Donny Young (real
name Donald Lytle), an Ohio native who arrived in Nashville in '59 and worked
with both Faron Young and Ray Price. His early solo records went nowhere but
Mayhew saw potential. He took a new stage name; Johnny Paycheck, in honor of
Chicago boxer Johnny Paychek. Mayhew sold Paycheck's first releases to Hilltop
Records, with Green playing steel. In '65, Mayhew founded Little Darlin' Records
with Paycheck as its star.

Lloyd figured into Mayhew's plans. "Aubrey wanted me to be more adventurous, and he had a two-tiered goal in
mind. He said, 'I'm gonna make you the most famous steel player since Speedy West.'"

In the mid '60s, when few session musicians got label credit, Green's name was all over most Paycheck releases,
which included hits like "The Lovin' Machine" and "Jukebox Charlie." "(Aubrey) was promotin' me at the same
time, and every disc jockey in America knew who I was by then," Green says. "I couldn't wait to get in the studio.
That was what I lived for, when I had total freedom - nobody to get in my way and just let me play those ideas.
They weren't done narcissistically, because I was keyin' off the lyrics and the singer, the song and other musicians
in the studio. But those ideas were kinda synthesized through that creative process. Anything I played was okay.
It was never questioned. "The problem was Mayhew would never do a second take. If we got an entire take, that
was it. He said, 'Nope. Got the feel.' I'd beg him sometimes, but I don't ever remember doin' a re-take. And con-
sequently there's a lot of flaws on those records, but they're also magical things that stand out because they
were so different than the regular Nashville records." That brought another downside, he recalls. "Nobody took
Little Darlin' seriously in Nashville, (not) Chet and Owen and Paul Cohen and (MGM's) Jim Vinneau, all the pro-
ducers. It never was vocalized, but there was a tacit disapproval that (these guys) are not serious. They're just
in there, jivin' around. Well, we were not jivin' around! We were exploring new territory. And it was a purposeful,
thoughtful process. Everything was planned to sound that way. And nobody else had that sense of adventure.
(The others) were gonna stick to the party line."

Steel players to this day characterize Green's style as unconventional, "left field" licks, a term he doesn't dispute.
"They were unorthodox. Everybody who learns to play steel has to follow a traditional format because it's such
a difficult thing to learn. You're incorporating hands, both feet, both knees. Your regular vision, your peripheral
vision, and you gotta think about all this. I compare it to flyin' a helicopter, but with talent. But I learned early on
in cuttin' records, you gotta get past thinkin' about all those things. I never see the steel when I sit down. All I had
to do was think about how to get ideas. How do I fit this into the song? If I had to think about all that stuff on an
intellectual level, I couldn't have done it, because I was working three or four sessions every day. And I worked
sessions for 25 years, sometimes seven days a week."

1943 DOBRO SQUARE-NECK (SERIAL

NUMBER A-147) GIVEN TO GREEN BY

HANK WILLIAMS, JR. DURING A

RECORDING SESSION IN 1969. GREEN

USED IT THROUGHOUT HIS CAREER,
MOST NOTABLY WHILE RECORDING

WITH DON WILLIAMS. 
PHOTO: RUSTY RUSSELL.
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This surge of activity led Green to alter his gear. Of the
Bigsby he used on "Bridge," he admits, "Boy, it was
tough to keep in tune. It broke strings terribly. (Shot)
said, 'I'm gonna build your first real Sho-Bud.'
"I started (playing sessions) right after Easter in 1964,
and by '65 he'd built my first Sho-Bud Permanent, with
a pearl heart inlay right in the center - beautiful. 
Kind of an embarrassing little thing on one of the corners
- it had the Sho-Bud logo where it was supposed to be,
and on the other corner, a cartouche inlay that said 'Mr.
Green' in pearl. I thought, 'That's a little pretentious.' But
it was great. I used it from '65 until '67."
He'd abandoned the inadequate Ampeg amp in late '64,
when Owen Bradley's studio-guitarist brother, Harold,
got him a Fender. "All studios were covered with Fend-
ers by then," he notes. "You didn't have to bring an amp,
but none of 'em had JBL speakers, which steel players
like." So Bradley ordered a '65 Deluxe with one JBL D-
120F. It cost $225. "That's what I used on all that Little Darlin' stuff until sometime in '68, when I got my first
Fender Twin." Green's growing session activity ended his SESAC career, amicably, in 1967. "I was makin'
$50,000 or $60,000 or more a year (doing sessions), and they weren't payin' Roy but $25,000 or $30,000 a year
at SESAC. I was grateful. They financed my on-the-job training in sessions and were real nice. But I did my work
for 'em." That training became his entrée to Nashville's A-team. "I became one of the top (session) leaders of the
'60s. The major leaders were Grady, then Harold Bradley, and myself. We were the three guys they came to when
people called to cut a record." He recorded instrumental singles and albums for Little Darlin' with tunes like "Green
Strings" and "Sweet Cheeks" percolating with the in-your-face licks that marked his work behind Paycheck.
That year, Jackson built him a Sho-Bud Fingertip model that he would use on over 2,000 sessions through 1970.
He switched to a Fender Twin with JBLs, and in September recorded an album with a longtime hero, Western
swing creator Bob Wills, for Kapp Records. Wills, now 62, no longer led the Texas Playboys; he'd never recorded
in Nashville until signing with Kapp. Having built his reputation on spontaneous music, he detested Nashville's
approach, though most Nashville studio players, Green among them, revered his earlier work. "It was one of the
highlights, to get to cut with Bob Wills, but we didn't pull it off. It was a very sterile production," he admits.

On June 15, 1968, Charley Pride performed at Fort Worth's legendary country music emporium, Panther Hall.
RCA, recording the show for an album, brought in a backup band of Nashville A-teamers led by Lloyd. Today,
many consider Charley Pride in Person among a handful of great live country albums. "It was one of those rare
nights," Green says. "I'd already done chord charts and arrangements. We got there, and there was a lot of prob-
lems. So I told the guys, 'Screw the charts,' and I threw them into the audience. I said, 'This ain't workin', so do
what you all want to do. Play from your heart.' You hear mistakes on there. (Bassist) Junior Husky goes to the
wrong chord. You hear my volume level swell sometimes, trying to pull everybody back into the right chord. But
of all the albums I cut in my life, that's my favorite." Green recorded with Pride for years (though not his biggest
hit "Kiss an Angel Good Mornin'"). "Charley loved everything I did, but as time went on, he was harder and harder
to please. I just told (RCA) I didn't want to cut with him anymore."
Occasionally, he worked with Epic Records producer Billy Sherrill, the creator of classics by Tammy Wynette,
George Jones, Charlie Rich, and others. Sherrill favored a heavy, tightly controlled production style inspired by
his hero, Phil Spector. "I always thought Sherrill was the best producer in Nashville," Green says. "I agree some
of it was a little pretentious, but Billy Sherrill records were the only records created by Billy Sherrill. He choreo-
graphed every song. He didn't tell you exactly how to play it, but gave you the idea of how he wanted you to play
it, and it was always right."

"I cut 'D-I-V-O-R-C-E' with Tammy Wynette (in '68), and I just had the new pedal, the last essential pedal invented for
the steel guitar, was the E-to-F pedal. I had just found that pedal a few weeks before and was doodlin' around with it. I
was on the session only because Pete Drake was not available. Pete was Billy's number-one man. And he heard me
doodlin' around, doin' these slides, came over and said, 'What's that?' I said 'It's a new pedal,' and he said 'Do what you
were doin' with it.' I did some of those slides and he thought about it a second and said 'That's our intro!' He told me
what he wanted me to play, but didn't tell me how to articulate it or what pedals to use. He said, 'Use that sound and
play this line.' So he gave me the line, and had Jerry Kennedy play on the guitar with the tremolo. And the signature is
that steel line. It became an important pedal for me, and still is."
Busier than ever in 1970, Green upgraded his instrument again, to a doubleneck "Crossover" model Sho-Bud built for
Baldwin Piano and Organ. He was recording with Faron Young, Mel Street, Jerry Lee Lewis and memorable dates like
Freddie Hart's 1971 "career" single "Easy Lovin.'" 

SHOT JACKSON WITH LLOYD GREEN.
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At the session, on June 12, 1970, disagreements about the arrangement between Hart, a tough ex-Marine, and Capitol
Records producer George Richey became so intense that Richey stepped out for a smoke. When he did, Green
explains, "Charlie McCoy and me and (guitarist) Billy Sanford just put (an arrangement) together. Freddie stood
there and sung it ... we cut it in maybe one or two takes. Charlie played organ, Sanford played that tremolo guitar,
and I played the nearest I came to playin' a Pete Drake lick... a perfect fit for a signature (riff) on that song."
When Richey returned and discovered they'd recorded it, he "listened to the take, said, 'Yeah, that sounds all
right. Let's go to the next song!'"
Nashville session players today use cartage services to lug gear between studios. In Green's day, "You carried
your own instruments. All I had was a steel guitar and an amplifier, but they were heavy. I had a doubleneck that
weighed 85 pounds in the case and a Fender Twin with two 12" JBLs that weighed 105 pounds with casters on
it." In the fall of '72, he reexamined his needs. "I was in good shape, but it started getting heavier, and I started
questioning why do steel players have to be schizophrenic? Why does it require two necks to say you're a com-
plete steel player? In those days we wore expensive sport coats and slacks to sessions," he adds.
Green, who bought his clothes at Levy's, noticed his left jacket sleeves fraying from raking the strings on a C6
neck he rarely used. Opening his 1971 session book, he counted 595 sessions, six using C6. "I thought, 'What
can I do? I don't want a single neck. They're too narrow.' The next step was pretty obvious. 'Why not take my C6
off and have something to rest my arms on - some sort of padded cushion?'"
One morning in November of '72 he appeared at Sho-Bud's factory on Dickerson Road in Madison, carrying his
Crossover. When Shot and his son David Jackson heard what Green wanted, they tried to dissuade him. Shot
offered to build him a single neck model. Lloyd, preferring the doubleneck body, asked them to remove the C6
neck and mechanics and replace the neck with a pad. Deed done, metal parts bagged and weighed, the steel
was 18 pounds lighter. "Shot directed a guy to put (the parts) in a corner or some little cabinet, and said 'Don't
change 'em out of that plastic bag, because he'll be back in three days wanting his C6 back on!'" Shot was partly
correct. Later that day at session with Danny Davis and the Nashville Brass, Davis told Green C6-heavy Western
swing was on the agenda. "I silently sweated blood," he laughs. "That's the one time I would need the C6. But I
faked my way through the entire album. They didn't know I had a different guitar. Never questioned it. Within a
week, I was comfortable without the C6 - and never looked back, never was tempted to put it back on."

Other steel players showed up at Green's sessions to see the modified Sho-Bud, so many he suggested the
Jacksons consider building it as a new model. They demurred at first, then started getting orders. "Within a few
weeks, Shot called me back and said 'You know, we re-thought this. We've decided to make a model.'" The
instrument had a single 10-string neck and tuning (chromatic E9) capable of handling any style of music. No
Sho-Bud models named for artists had previously existed, not even when Buddy Emmons was a partner. Thinking
of a model name, Lloyd says, "I sat down with David and we came up with the LDG, instead of LLG, Green's
actual initials. "I told him, 'Anytime in the future, tell them it stands for "David." When they ask me I'm gonna tell
'em that stands for Dot.'' Sho-Bud catalogs would bill it their "Lloyd Green" model with the LDG name.
On May 9, 1973, Sho-Bud delivered the first production LDG to Green at his home in Madison. "I played it the
rest of my career, until 1988, when I quit doing sessions." Surprisingly, his all-around favorite remains the
Crossover originally modified by Jackson. "It was just magnificent-sounding from 1970 to May of '73, when [the
LDG] was built. I can tell the difference when I hear that sound. It's just so rich and elegant. Even my LDG doesn't
measure up."
To his lasting regret, Lloyd returned the Crossover to Sho-Bud. "They didn't ask for it back, but I turned it back
in two days after they brought the LDG to my house. I took it down and said 'I don't need it,' because I never had
but one guitar at a time. They probably restored it to a dou-
bleneck and sold it. It has never resurfaced. If I ever see it
again, if it hasn't been changed - there's a flaw where the
Baldwin or Sho-Bud logo was off-centered."

In '73, Green had a country top 40 single of Johnny Nash's
pop hit "I Can See Clearly Now." He also appeared on Paul
McCartney's Nashville-produced 1974 single "Sally G," and
got on so well that McCartney invited Green to join his
Wings Over America tour. "Paul told me he wanted to do a
15-minute part of each show with a four-piece band featur-
ing me and him playing country music." With heavy session
commitments, he declined. Music publisher Buddy Killen,
who owned the Nashville studio where McCartney record-
ed, told Green he'd blundered. "He said money would have
been no object and what Paul had suggested would have
changed my musical life. It's the most regrettable decision
of my professional life," he laments.
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While new generations of steel players gained footholds in the studios, Green continued working on hits like
Gene Watson's "Farewell Party," but his indifference to electronic effects favored by newcomers (and popular
with some producers) cost him work. By '87, he used a JCH built for him by the late Jimmie Crawford. That's
what he used in '88, the year he was inducted into the International Steel Guitar Hall of Fame. That year, for him,
the music literally stopped. The culprit: severe tinnitus.
"I was hearing a half-tone difference from my left ear to right ear. There was tremendous fluid buildup, and I was
in serious danger of losing my hearing. I was hearing all kind of extraneous noises - it was horrible," he says.
"When I'd lay down to sleep, it sounded like a train was comin' through the house." Two specialists advised that
quitting sessions would save his remaining hearing, while continuing to record could put him at risk of losing it
all. It came to a head during sessions for Dolly Parton's 1988 White Limozeen album. Conceived as more tradi-
tional than her recent country-pop hits, bluegrass great Ricky Skaggs, the producer, later told Nashville journalist
Peter Cooper he'd noticed Green, for whom pitch and tuning were never an issue, having trouble. Green knew
it, too. "I quit in the middle of a session. I did two songs, both went to number one, 'Yellow Roses' and 'Why'd
You Come In Here Lookin' Like That.' And in the middle, I said, 'I can't do it anymore!'
"I didn't touch my guitar for almost a year, and didn't listen to any loud noises, didn't put headphones on. The
ringing persisted for six or eight months before I noticed it starting to diminish. One morning about a year later, I
woke up and said 'Dot, the ringing is all gone!' It had disappeared. I didn't ask anybody to explain it, and I didn't
suffer any hearing loss. I don't have any imbalance of tones. Occasionally, my ears will start feeling a little com-
pressed if I've been under a lot of stress - doin' a lot of work and keepin' my headphones on too long. But it goes
away with a few hours away from it. I'm 70 years old, and everybody, with age, suffers a little deterioration of
hearing in the high end. Whatever (loss) I've got is normal. I've had hearing tests done and I don't have any problems."
Admitting he was fortunate compared to some of his peers, he says, "A lot of guys I worked with can't hear hardly
at all. It was a dangerous profession in the sense those headphones contributed to it."

While he performed at venues like the International Steel Guitar Convention, Green avoided resuming his studio
career, a self-imposed exile that caused deep anguish, aggravated by the memories of better days. "I wouldn't
even drive Music Row. I'd drive around it. The pain was so intense, if I even thought about drivin' around there,
it'd bring tears. I didn't go back until the day I walked in to do a Christmas album with Alan Jackson - my first ses-
sion in 15 years. I said, 'I'm going back with the sound I had.' I use my original LDG and a Fender blackface Twin
with 15 D-130F JBLs." As for his work on Jackson's album, he says, "It was a masterpiece before they camou-
flaged it with 50 vocals and background singers."
He did better on Jackson's 2003 hit "Remember When," which offered him a rare showcase. Jackson's longtime
producer Keith Stegall wanted Green to play fills and solo. "I said, 'You know what? If you're gonna spotlight me,
let's spotlight me. Let's have the steel make a cameo. Let me come out of the shadows so the spotlight's on me,
then (I'll) disappear and not be heard again.' That's how we did it. (Session leader) Brent Mason came up with
the idea of a different modulation, so the solo would be highlighted in a different key. A lot of steel players liked
it (but) it elicited a great big yawn on Music Row, even though it went to number one. It didn't do anything for me,
and since I don't play the Pete Drake licks, they're not gonna use me. You try to cut a real country record like we
cut in the '60s, they boot you out of the studio."

That comment underscores the ways 21st-century Nashville differs from the Music Row where Lloyd reigned 40
years ago. "The sound of the steel guitar and the way it's used on records has changed dramatically from what
I think was the Golden Era of country music - the '60s, '70s, early '80s," he declares. "I don't play that (newer)
stuff and that kind of steel, which cuts me out of the major sessions, largely. Country music has been hijacked,"
he laments. "All the producers are rock and rollers. The condescension's on the side of Music Row. My perception
is they think what we did was somethin' out of the Middle Ages and that steel guitar shouldn't be a significant
part. I don't have any control, so I sound like a complainer. But I had a great career. I have no regrets."
But another side of Nashville's music scene sees it differently. These acts who fall under the Americana umbrella,
revere Green's work with Paycheck, the Byrds, etc. and seek him out to record with them. He finds this new
outlet enormously fulfilling. "I think there's enough people, certainly with Americana and alternative country
spurring a new creative environment extraneous to Music Row." Of Music Row, he says, "They're living in a dif-
ferent universe there. Maybe they don't recognize what's going on, but the creative endeavors, to me, are all off
the radar. In East Nashville, they've got a enclave of intellectuals, highly educated people who love the real
music, and folk music, and they're homogenizing all this into new forms.

Lloyd Green is back on Nashville's cutting edge. From the mid 1960s until the late '80s, as part of Music Row's legendary
A-team of first-call studio musicians, his original, edgy, and aggressive pedal-steel guitar graced countless singles and
albums. Among them is Warner Mack's "The Bridge Washed Out," the hit that made Green's reputation and Johnny Pay-
check's and Lynn Anderson's earliest successes. He was present to help create hits for Tammy Wynette, Charley Pride
and Freddie Hart, Don Williams, Jerry Lee Lewis, Mel Street, John Anderson, and Gene Watson. Paul McCartney's "Sally
G" and the Byrds' landmark Sweetheart of the Rodeo album (see sidebar) benefited from Green's presence.
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After pioneering a powerful, percussive in-your-face
style, Green devised a new pedal-steel configuration
in 1972 and continued his career until problems with
his hearing forced him to retire in '88. He spent 15
years away from recording before returning to find that
much of "country" sounded like classic rock. But he
found a new constituency - younger artists outside
Nashville's mainstream who revered his earlier work.
Approaching 71, he has clearly found a second wind
allowing him to continue the same spirit of innovation
that burst forth nearly 45 years ago. "I came back not
because I needed the money," he adds. "I came back
because I felt I left (it) incomplete. I'm doing a lot of
the off-the-radar stuff, which is amazing. I did a Mac
Wiseman/John Prine album, and one for Harper
Simon, Paul Simon's son, and all kinds of things. 

And they want me to play what I play." That includes the Robbie Fulks' album, Georgia Hard, and a Johnny Pay-
check tribute (the singer died in '03). Green reunited with Aubrey Mayhew for an album with traditionalist Dale
Watson, released as The Little Darlin' Sessions. While fans loved it, Watson felt it so dismal he repudiated it on
his website. Green understood why. "Mayhew didn't give us the freedom. He was tryin' to recapture the Little
Darlin' sound, but I don't think he remembered that in those days he never interfered with what I did." In mid '07
he recorded traditional country with singer/hit songwriter Jeffrey Steele, and in '08 joined Jerry Douglas in a duet
for Douglas' forthcoming album. He's also on Mission Door, the debut album by Peter Cooper, music critic for
the Nashville Tennessean, and a singer/songwriter in his own right.
Green is not certain how long he plans to continue in the studios (and occasionally onstage) but sums up the
past 50-plus years succinctly. "It was a grand career. I couldn't have written the script any better. I struggled. Me
and Dot struggled. And it probably made the savoring of success a lot more enjoyable. There were so many
good moments.
"I walk into sessions today, and if I'm workin' with the big players, they're always the most wonderful characters.
They come up to me and say, 'Man, you're a legend!' And I say, 'Well, wait a minute. The legends are dead. I'm
just a guy wantin' to play music, too.'"      

Did You Know Lloyd Green Did You Know Lloyd Green 
Also recorded an Hawaiian Album.Also recorded an Hawaiian Album.

We would like to thank Walter Stettner for supplying the following information as told by Lloyd Green:- 
"In 1964, during my first year in recording sessions, I was cutting a number of low-budget album projects for Bill
Beasley. He asked if I would record a "generic" Hawaiian album for him. Although the pay was quite low, around
$200, I quickly said yes, recognizing that any publicity was better than none.
So one morning we started recording at 10AM in his small studio in the basement of the Baker building, adjacent
to Music Row. We were finished at 1PM. I had re-learned all of the tunes from my childhood years of studying
music under the Oahu Chorus system. For the session I purposely disconnected all of my pedals just so I wouldn't

be tempted to use them. I wrote one of the songs, "Haluka ?"
and it become an anonymous, no artist name, Hawaiian
album which was sold under the Spar Records label in low-

end record stores for
about $1.50." 

LLllooyydd GGrreeeenn..

FROM THE A TEAM TO AMERICANA

BY: RICH KIENZLE

1. Beyond The Reef
2. Song Of The Island
3. Aloha Oe
4. Blue Hawaii
5. Huluku Beach
6. Hawaiian Sunset
7. Hawaiian War Chant
8. Hawaiian Wedding Song
9. Coconut Grove
10. Sweet Leilani
11. My Isle Of Golden Dreams
12. Little Brown Gal
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Aloha.....Aloha.....
The tab. this time is “A Song of Old Hawaii”, Backing track
and original versions are at :-
www.waikiki-islanders/assets/asooh/

How to hear chord changesHow to hear chord changes
Most of my friends have a hard time recognising chord
changes and calculating what comes next...
Well, this is intended to help in the search for, not the “Lost
chord” but the NEXT chord.

Remembering that there are ALWAYS exceptions that only
go to prove the “Rule”, we’ll dispense with the oddities and
generalise.

In most tunes there are usually the three basic chords, these
can have many technical names but all the names in the
world only describe what their relationship to the Key chord
is. Using the key of ‘C’ as an example, we’ll set a parameter
and name we all can relate to.

So, considering F as Up and G7 or G as Down, lets apply a
test to a chord that we hear as NOT being the key chord, and
keeping the sound of the chord in our mind, mentally play a
walk up run as a bass player would, you know:- C, D, E to F.
and, if that run leads you to a chord that sounds close, it’s
probably the chord of “F’, if not and a walk DOWN run of C,
B, A to G fits, it’s probably the correct chord is ‘G’, or G7.

It’s accepted that the HARDEST change to recognise is the
first one, and that’s because there’s NO rule as to what
chord comes after the key chord, BUT there are rules after
the second chord is identified. The simplest is, that after a
seventh chord the next one is “UP’ a forth (a musical interval
of four notes of the scale), so if we identify a G7th, it’s odds
on that the next chord is going to be a ‘C’ . Similarly, if we i-
dentify the chord as an ‘F’ there is an even money chance
the next is going to be ‘C’ or ‘G7’. (in a three chord
sequence) To recognise the change from ’F’ to ’G’ would be
to listen for less of an obvious change than that from ’F’ to
‘C’ which SOUNDS to be a further distance apart than ‘F’ to
G’..
OK, so there ARE more than three chords a lot of the time,
typical are the chords that were popular in the sixties ballads,
C, Am, F and G7 being the epitome of those sequences..The
change to Am can be recognised by using the down run as
a yardstick and if it is correct when only half finished going
down, it’s likely that the chord IS Am. from then on it’s pure-
ly mathematics based on the laws of probability, blended
with your experience as it grows.

Approximately the odds are:- (In the key of C MAJOR)
Am to F =75%
Am to Dm =10%
Am to D7 = 3%
Am to Em = 5%
Am to B7 = 1%
Am to Fm = 1%

Now, checking the distance between these changes you can
use the circle of fifths wheel to calculate changes in any key,
instead of ’C’ at the 12 O’Clock position, just place the key
you require there, and count off the distances left and right
of the 12 O’Clock position.

Recognising chord inversionsRecognising chord inversions
OK, so you say how do I know what inversion of a chord am
I hearing ?
Again we have simple yardsticks to help us, lets NOT get
involved in the theory of first second and third position inver-
sions, it’s NOT necessary. All we really need is to identify the
top note of the chord and relate it to our own particular tun-
ing(s).
Parameters needed to know:- In the key of ‘C’
Root= first note of the scale of the key used. (C=C)
Third= Third note of the same scale (C-D-E)
Fifth= Fifth note of scale. (C-D-E-F-G)

Three inversions exist of BASIC major and minor chords,
each one being easily identifiable when you know how..
Using a series of tunes we know well to identify the top note
is easy, in my case I use the National Anthem, Three Blind
Mice and Blue Moon, as litmus tests.
How, ..Listen to the chord and mentally sing the first note of
each of your personal examples, I know that if the chord’s
top note is the same as the starting note of “God Save the
Queen”, then the chord has the root on top. “Three Blind
Mice” would identify the chord as having the ”Third” on top
and Blue Moon, the Fifth on top..

Other yardsticks:-
Dream = Root as starting note
Lovely Hula Hands = Third as starting note
Na Lei O’ Hawai’i = Fifth as starting note
E based tunings= Root on top, C based tunings = Third on
top, A based tunings = Fifth on top. (Presuming ‘E’ as the
first string in each case.

Basil Henriques
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A Song of Old Hawaii
Tempo = 92 By Johnny Noble & Gordon Beecher Arr. Basil Henriques
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A Song of Old Hawaii
By Johnny Noble & Gordon Beecher Page 2
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A Song of Old HawaiiA Song of Old Hawaii
TThheerree iiss aa mmeellooddyy ffoorreevveerr hhaauunnttiinngg mmee,, TThheerree iiss aa mmeellooddyy ffoorreevveerr hhaauunnttiinngg mmee,, 

AA tthhoouussaanndd ttiimmeess rreettoolldd,, AA tthheemmee tthhaatt’’ss nneevveerr oolldd..AA tthhoouussaanndd ttiimmeess rreettoolldd,, AA tthheemmee tthhaatt’’ss nneevveerr oolldd..

TThheerree’’ss tthhee ppeerrffuummee ooff aa mmiilllliioonn fflloowweerrss,, TThheerree’’ss tthhee ppeerrffuummee ooff aa mmiilllliioonn fflloowweerrss,, 
cclliinnggiinngg ttoo tthhee hheeaarrtt ooff oolldd HHaawwaaiiiicclliinnggiinngg ttoo tthhee hheeaarrtt ooff oolldd HHaawwaaiiii

TThheerree’’ss aa rraaiinnbbooww ffoolllloowwiinngg tthhee sshhoowweerrss,, TThheerree’’ss aa rraaiinnbbooww ffoolllloowwiinngg tthhee sshhoowweerrss,, 
bbrriinnggiinngg mmee aa ppaarrtt ooff oolldd HHaawwaaiiiibbrriinnggiinngg mmee aa ppaarrtt ooff oolldd HHaawwaaiiii

TThheerree’’ss aa ssiillvveerr mmoooonn,, aa ssyymmpphhoonnyy ooff ssttaarrss,, TThheerree’’ss aa ssiillvveerr mmoooonn,, aa ssyymmpphhoonnyy ooff ssttaarrss,, 
TThheerree’’ss aa hhuullaa ttuunnee aanndd tthhee hhuumm ooff ssoofftt gguuiittaarrssTThheerree’’ss aa hhuullaa ttuunnee aanndd tthhee hhuumm ooff ssoofftt gguuiittaarrss

TThheerree’’ss tthhee TTrraaddeewwiinndd ssiigghhiinngg iinn tthhee HHeeaavveennss,, TThheerree’’ss tthhee TTrraaddeewwiinndd ssiigghhiinngg iinn tthhee HHeeaavveennss,, 
SSiinnggiinngg mmee aa ssoonngg ooff oolldd HHaawwaaiiiiSSiinnggiinngg mmee aa ssoonngg ooff oolldd HHaawwaaiiii

As recorded by Charles Kaipo And His Happy Hawaiians on the album "Easy And Sophisticated Hulas"As recorded by Charles Kaipo And His Happy Hawaiians on the album "Easy And Sophisticated Hulas"
Owana Salazar on the album “Hula Jazz” Dorothy Lamour on the album “Queen of the Hollywood Islands” Owana Salazar on the album “Hula Jazz” Dorothy Lamour on the album “Queen of the Hollywood Islands” 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The circle of fifths is the best aide you can get to help with chords and keys.
Going clockwise you are going Up a fifth at a time, and conversely going counterclockwise you are
going to the forth scalic note of the given key.

DIRECTLY beneath each key is its “Key Signature” and it’s relative minor.
So as an example, the 1,4 and 5 (Tonic, Sub-Dominant, and Dominant) chords of Eb are (Placing the
Eb at 12 O’Clock, Eb, Ab and Bb7(The dominant is almost always played as a dominant 7th)
The relative minor is Cm so the basic 4 chord sequence would be Eb, Cm, Ab, Bb7.
Key signature = 3 flats. Ab Bb Eb so the scale is Eb-F-G-Ab-Bb-C-D-Eb.

Ergo in the key of C if the next chord is E7 it’s easy to find the (PROBABLE) following ones, work
backwards around the clock:- E7, A7, D7, G7, C.. or if the A7 leads ACROSS the face to a Dm then
the next chord is either F or G7. This pattern around the clock face is constant.
Practice memorising the progression clockwise to the F# and then anticlock to the Gb.
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The Steel Guitar in Early Country Music
Part Two: Jimmie Rodgers!s Steel Guitarists

Chapter Four: Lani Uluani McIntire
Section Three, Segment Two: McIntire!s Career From April-December 1937

This ongoing series of articles has been examining the ten steel- and resonator-guitarists who recorded with American
country-music pioneer Jimmie Rodgers (1897-1933) between 1928 and 1933. (The first solo “hillbilly music” star, Rodgers
did much to popularize the acoustic steel guitar through his twenty-nine sides including the instrument.)

The current chapter (ongoing since June 2009) has been detailing the life of Honolulu-born guitarist/vocalist/bandleader
Lani McIntire (1904-1951), who led an anonymous backing-group (including a steel guitarist) which accompanied Rodgers
on six Victor sides in Hollywood, California in early-summer 1930 (including the premiere recording of McIntire!s “The One
Rose [That!s Left In My Heart],” composed with Los Angeles writer Del Lyon).

The preceding installments detailed McIntire!s career through early-April 1937, including his performances and probable
recordings with Hawaiian steel guitar virtuoso Sol Hoopii, his first marriage, his appearances on Los Angeles radio with the
Harmony Hawaiians, including his brothers Dick and Al (on steel guitar and string bass, respectively) and Danny Kuaana
(on ukulele), and his recordings with Rodgers.

Section Three, Segment One (in the December 2009 issue) discussed McIntire!s 1934 gigs at San Francisco!s Kalua Club
(with electric steel guitarist Bob Nichols and ukulele-player/falsetto-vocalist George Kainapau), his mid-1930s marriage
to Mattie Virginia Jeanes, and his August 1935 recordings with his Hawaiians (including Nichols and Kainapau and likely
Andy Iona on string bass). The article also detailed the first four months of McIntire!s “breakout” year of 1937, in which he
made his first Decca recordings, backed Bing Crosby on “Sweet Leilani” and “Blue Hawaii,” and appeared at Hollywood!s
7 Seas restaurant.

- - - - - - - - -

In late April 1937, McIntire made six more Decca recordings in Los Angeles with his Hawaiians, featuring McIntire, Kaina-
pau, and Nichols in the vocal-trio role mentioned in Segment One. The sides included a recording of Jack Coale!s altered
twelve-bar blues “My Tropical Garden” (juxtaposing choruses featuring the trio!s call-and-response vocalizing with chorus-
es spotlightling Nichols!s steel guitar), as well as two recent Johnny Noble songs (“When Hawaii Calls” and “That!s the
Hawaiian in Me”).

In June, McIntire received a fortuitous break when he was chosen—along with Irish-Hawaiian vocalist Ray Kinney (1900-
1972)—to perform with Andy Iona!s Hawaiian band for the opening of New York City!s Hawaiian Room, an experimental
South-Sea-Island-themed supper club created in the basement of the Hotel Lexington on Manhattan!s east side. (McIntire
and Iona were “discovered” at the 7 Seas by a talent scout employed by the Hawaiian Room!s manager, who had come to
the venue to assess Kinney.)1

The New York Times—reporting on the Hawaiian Room!s opening three days after the fact—relayed that “Andy Iona!s Hawai-
ian band twang[ed] out lush and languid music amid strictly tropical surroundings . . . [including] Meymo [Ululani] Holt
[Kinney!s sister-in-law], a tawny dancer in a red skirt,” adding that “a realistic decor of grass huts and artificial rain complete[d]
the picture.”2

In early August, the Times announced that “the Hotel Lexington has found its summer Hawaiian Room so popular that it
intends to keep it Hawaiian indefinitely.”3

By September 3rd, McIntire had returned to Los Angeles, where he recorded seven more Decca sides with his Hawaiians.
“Ku!u Lei” (which McIntire co-composed with John Kamano) and “Kaneohe” (an Abbie Kong/Johnny Noble song about the
coming-of-electricity to Oahu!s East Shore) feature McIntire, Kainapau, and Nichols!s three-part vocals; the sides also includ-
ed two tangos (“La Cumparsita” b/w “La Rosita”), with Nichols leading on steel.

Eight days later, the Hawaiians backed Bing Crosby on four more Island-themed sides, including “Sail Along Silv!ry Moon”
(#4 pop in 1937), featuring McIntire, Kainapau, and Nichols backing Crosby with “ooohs” in call-and-response fashion, while
McIntire contributes intermittent fast, rippling guitar-fills (as he also does on “When You Dream About Hawaii”). Recordings
of two recent Harry Owens songs (“Dancing Under the Stars” and “Palace in Paradise”) rounded out the session. “Paradise”
includes Kainapau performing eight bars of wordless, falsetto-register vocalizing (perhaps representing the narrator!s call-
ing-out of his “sailed-away” lover!s “lovely name” from the shore?).

Later in September, McIntire returned to New York to take over directorship of the Hawaiian Room orchestra from Andy
Iona.4 McIntire!s Hawaiian Room contract called for him to maintain an ensemble of at least ten musicians,5 which he
formed by combining his Hawaiians with the trumpet-player, three tenor sax players, pianist, and drummer from Iona!s band.6

On October 17, McIntire and his older Hawaiians quartet backed a second hillbilly-music performer, Louisiana singer/gui-
tarist (and burgeoning politician) Jimmie Houston Davis (1899-2000) on four sides at a Decca session in New York.
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Davis—the eventual two-time governor of Louisiana—had been signed to Decca in the fall of 1934, and recorded fifty-eight
sides for the label!s “Hill Billy” [sic] series (in Chicago, New Orleans, Los Angeles, and Dallas) prior to meeting McIntire.7
The Davis/McIntire session was the first time either musician had recorded at Decca!s Midtown Manhattan studios, apparently
then-located on the tenth floor of a building on West 57th Street.8 (Journalist George Tucker likened Decca!s [main?] studio
to “an immense padded cell,” relating that “the walls and ceiling are muffled in heavy draperies to achieve the desired acousti-
cal affect.”)9

One notes that the Davis/McIntire recordings were made—unusually—on a Sunday, the one day the Hawaiian Room appar-
ently eschewed live music.10

Davis and the Hawaiians recorded an eclectic quartet of songs, including:
* The current pop hit “Have You Ever Been in Heaven” (recorded in the preceeding month-and-a-half by

American bandleaders Ben Pollack, Bunny Berigan, and Henry “Red” Allen)

* A remake of Davis!s best-known hit up to that time, “Nobody!s Darling But Mine” (originally recorded by Davis
c. two-and-a-half years earlier, with Warren Pottinger on Dobro guitar)

* “The Greatest Mistake of My Life,” by Welsh singer/songwriter Jimmy Mesene
(Davis and the Hawaiians! recording was perhaps the first American cover of Mesene!s melancholy
waltz-ballad, covered by Mesene himself—as well as British bandleaders including Bert Ambrose,
Jay Wilbur, and Joe Loss—earlier in 1937.)

* Sylvester Kalama and Jack Alau!s popular 1905 Hawaiian waltz-song “One, Two, Three, Four”
(which—according to T. Malcolm Rockwell!s Hawaiian and Hawaiian Guitar Records,
1891-1960—had been recorded by over fifty different Hawaiian-related acts by the time of Davis
the Hawaiians! cover (including Toots Paka, Frank Ferera, Segis Luvaan, and Daniel Arnau).

Interestingly, Decca chose to release the Davis/McIntire recordings in their “Popular, Dance, and Vocal” (as opposed to “Hill
Billy”) series.

By early-November 1937, McIntire!s reputation at the Hawaiian Room had spread such that New York Times entertainment
critic Jack Gould was prompted to remark that “in support of Hawaiian music in its current feud with Cuban rhythms for pop-
ular favor, Lani McIntire and his Aloha Islanders are doing nobly
in . . . [the] Hawaiian Room of the Lexington.”11

On November 17, McIntire made his first recordings with his full Hawaiian Room ensemble.12 The six sides—credited to
Lani McIntire And His Orchestra—included a hard-swinging cover of Johnny Noble and Sonny Cunha!s “Hula Blues”
(which McIntire had likely recorded as an instrumental some ten-and-a-half years earlier with Sol Hoopii), as well as a record-
ing of Charles Kaapa!s 1928 hula “Hame Pila” (“Snappy Instrument”),13 featuring plenty of “snappy” steel-guitar soloing
from Bob Nichols, in the introduction and between each of the four verses (apparently sung by Nichols).14

On December 1—nearly seven-and-a-half years after Jimmie Rodgers and Lani McIntire recorded “The One Rose” (and
over four-and-a-half years after Rodgers!s death)—their July 7, 1930 recording was finally released by Victor. (Rodgers!s
biographer Nolan Porterfield explains that Rodgers!s recording-supervisor, Ralph Peer, “forgot that the agreement with McIn-
tire called for the record to be released within a year after it was recorded,” and that “when Victor . . . failed to issue [the
recording] . . . on time, McIntire took the tune to another publisher [Shapiro and Bernstein], who succeeded in having it
recorded by a number of big-name artists.”15

Porterfield notes—with irony—that “the one side which might have been Jimmie Rodgers!s best claim to pop fame suffered
the ignominy of being issued as a "cover!.”)16

By December 5, Leialoha had taken over from Meymo Holt as the Hawaiian Room!s hula-dancer.17

During the afternoon of December 10, McIntire and his Hawaiians backed Ray Kinney on six sides at Decca!s New York
studios (with Danny Kuaana replacing George Kainapau on ukulele).18 (George Tucker observed the recording-session,
which he detailed in his syndicated column carried by American newspapers in late December/early January.)

From Tucker, we learn that Decca apparently handpicked the songs Kinney and McIntire recorded (the morning of the ses-
sion!), that the Hawaiians were augmented to a sextet via the addition of a vibraphonist and pianist, and that Kinney used
a stopwatch when recording. Tucker also related that the recordings were made on “a 20-pound cake of green [wax] . . .
about the size of a small dishpan,” while inferring that McIntire and Kuaana (as well as the vibraphonist and pianist) were
avid smokers.19

The Kinney/McIntire sides included the hauntingly-beautiful “Waipio,” a song from the turn-of-the-last-century extolling the
beauty of the land surrounding one of the homes of Hawaiian historian John Papa "I!i (1800-1870), likely located on the
northern end of the Waipio Peninsula, in Pearl Harbor.20
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Kinney first-recorded “Waipio” with Lani!s brother Dick in October 1936; on Kinney!s version with the Hawaiians, he enters
midway through the recording, following a verse played by Bob Nichols and a chorus sung by McIntire, Nichols, and Kuua-
na.

On December 26, Jack Gould—apprising New York Times readers of possibilities for New Years!s Eve entertainment—re-
layed that:

Recession or depression, the Lexington!s Hawaiian Room continues merrily on. . . . Lani McIntire and his Aloha Islanders
[as McIntire!s large group was now known] render soothing selections from the islands but also know their way about
with more jazzy numbers of the mainland. Ray Kinney is the featured singer and his voice has a decidedly restful quality
after the droolings of the crooner and the barks of the professional he-men who have been flooding the market. . . .21

Sometime in 1937, McIntire also appeared as a musician in United Artists! South-Sea adventure film The Hurricane; he
subsequently appeared in the same capacity in MGM!s Honolulu (1939), United Artists! South of Pago Pago (1940), and
Twentieth Century Fox!s Song of the Islands (1942).22

Next—in Section Four—McIntire!s career from January 1938 to the summer of 1942, including the final release from his
Jimmie Rodgers sessions, his 1939 -1940 recordings with steel guitarist Eddie Bush and Broadway-aspiring singer Ann Tell,
and his next three Hawaiian Room residencies.
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We have received innumerable comments and praises from the larger 
community of Hawaiian Musicologists commending the diligence, 
detail and accuracy of Professor Lis’ documentation. 

Colloquially:-  “Bostin’ job our Kid” 
Pat and Basil PP the rest..



Left to right standing:- State Sen. Brickwood Galuteria, Hiram Olsen, Casey Olsen,
Ronald Kanahele, Harry B. Soria Jr., Dennis Leohokalole,

Seated:- Jeff Au Hoy, Greg Sardinha, Alan Akaka.

First Annual Hawaiian Steel Guitar Festival Draws Hundreds to Waikiki Beach Walk®First Annual Hawaiian Steel Guitar Festival Draws Hundreds to Waikiki Beach Walk®
The Hawaiian steel guitar was celebrated at Waikiki Beach Walk® on Sunday, July 4, and hundreds came
out to enjoy the unique sounds of this island instrument. The lilt of the Hawaiian steel guitar echoed through
the air for five hours that day, as the steel guitar took center stage as some of Hawaii’s most recognized
Hawaiian steel guitarists, including Alan Akaka, Casey Olsen, Greg Sardinha, Ronald Kanahele, and Jeff
Au Hoy, performed. Up-and- coming student musicians also showed off their talents.

The day began with a presentation by Alan Akaka on the history of the Hawaiian steel guitar and Dr. Neil
Scott, who shared tips on how to build a steel guitar.
“There is nothing that brings Hawaii to mind as quickly as the sound of a steel guitar,” said Alan Akaka,
renowned Hawaiian steel guitarist, music teacher, and director of Ke Kula Mele Hawaii. “The ‘nahenahe’
sounds of the steel guitar are unique and truly distinctive.

Keeping things going that day were Hawaii State Senator and Musician/Entertainer Brickwood Galuteria
and Harry Soria of Territorial Airwaves, who acted as emcees. A highpoint of the afternoon for Outrigger
was when Sentator Galuteria called Eric Masutomi on stage to present Outrigger with a proclamation from
the Hawaii State Senate thanking Outrigger for presenting the first annual Hawaiian Steel Guitar Festival
and for its leadership in providing opportunities for our island musicians to be heard.
The festival was held as part of Outrigger Enterprises Group’s ongoing N! Mele No N!BeachWalk®,
Hawaii Tourism Authority, Hawaiian Steel Guitar Association, Territorial Airwaves, and Ke Kula Mele Hawai‘i.
Festival Committee: Eric Masutomi, Brickwood Galuteria, Harry Soria, Sommer Soares, Conchita Malaqui,
and Bruce Musrasrik.
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THE " VAN DER DONCK STEELGUITARS "THE " VAN DER DONCK STEELGUITARS "

The other day I got a phone-call from Basil and he asked me if he could publish a translation of an
article about me and my lapsteels in ALOHA DREAM, and who am I to say "no" to such a request.
So here it is.
The original article was written by Cees Bakker and published in the guitar magazine: GITAAR PLUS,
of which he was one of the editors. Jan Van Der Donck.

THE " VAN DER DONCK STEELGUITARS ", A HOBBY RUN OUT OF CONTROL.
Fortunately there are in our country more and more guitar builders, who produce instruments of an
excellent quality and often also introduce new ideas. There are about twenty who choose for traditional
building, but now and then a guitar builder gets from the shade into the limelight by using another
approach. Jan van der Donck is one of the "older" boys who made a thorough study of guitar building.
Only he chose to specialise in lapsteels.

JAN’S HOBBIES.
In a shady lane in Nijmegen lives Jan with his wife Paula.
Jan is a man of many talents. At the age of fourteen he built
his first lapsteel, he learnt to play the double bass and guitar
and played for over 20 years clarinet in a symphony orches-
tra in which Paula played the flute.
About 25 years ago he began building steel guitars in a
semi-professional way. Also his non-musical side is remark-
able. For years he was a much-appreciated teacher of Eng-
lish and his work as a painter was rewarded by the
Nijmegen Municipality.
Without a technical training he has the gift to make what his
eyes see. It is this gift he relies on in his lapsteel building.
And finally Jan and Paula form a duo together and play
Hawaiian and Krontjong music under the name: ALOHA
LEI. Jan plays the Hawaiian guitar and Paula electric piano.
So you see: there is no time for retiring.

FRYING PANS.
At first Jan began building wooden 6-string and 8-string lapsteels. However one day he had a piece of
good luck: he could buy a real Rickenbacher horseshoe pick-up from the well known guitarist Peter de
Fretes. He made an exact drawing of Peter's guitar and with an aluminium pan from the kitchen he
made his first Frying Pan. Then a friend asked him if he couldn't built a Frying Pan for him.
The Frying Pan was the first electric guitar ever made by Rickenbacher in 1932. It is still very popular
for its warm tone and great sustain. But they are rare and expensive. Jan made a thorough analysis of
the body and the pick-up, and the conclusion was: He could make a good replica of the pick-up
(According to Jerry Byrd the best pick-up ever made, so he told me), but the body needed some alter-
ations. The overall shape was kept, but the neck became wider with a 10 mm string spacing every-
where.
The tone control came at the bottom right under the volume control .The horse -shoes got 4 heavy-duty
magnets and the bobbin was wound with 0.1 mm thread and 6500 windings. The windings were glued
together with varnish to prevent hum .The impedance is only 2100 Ohms. This doesn't look very much
but in combination with the 4 heavy-duty magnets the output is very good.
The original Frying Pan was hollow, Jan thought it better to make a solid body of cast aluminium to get
a better sustain. This did mean a lot of milling however, but it was worthwhile. The strings run through
the body and this too improves the sustain.
The guitars were well received. Well known players as Mingus Matulessy, Jan de Roode, Kees Meeuse
play a Vander Donck Frying Pan. Jan's hobby became more and more serious and up to now he has
built over 70 lapsteels. They have found their way to Germany, Belgium, Spain and Australia. Special
wishes of his customers he always tries to fulfill. For the wooden guitars you can choose from different
models and 6-7- or 8-strings, short necks or long necks, 1 or 2 pick-ups.

Jan and Paula
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The body is 40 mmmaple because this gives the most beautiful tone and the best sustain. The fretboard
is rosewood or cocobolo. You would expect a cheaper sort of wood because you don't touch the fret-
board. Frets and position dots are laid in. Nut and bridge are stainless steel here too the string run
through the body .The pick-up looks like a single coil Fender one, but the design is Jan’s.
The bobbin dementions are completely different and so are the magnets and the number of windings.
The thread is 0.06 mm and the impedance is 5500 Ohms for a 6-string pick-up and 8000 Ohms for an
8-string pick-up .In the picture you can see what the pick-up looks like. You can also see a 3 throw
toggle switch with which you can choose between the 2 pick-ups or a combination of them.

CONSTRUCTION.
All the woodwork and milling were originally done at a hobby center where all the necessary machinery
was present. At the moment all the work is done in his own workshop in the cellar, the pick-ups are
wound at the attic and the fine-tuning is done in his studio at the attic. The winding-machine looks like
a piece of home-industry, which in fact it is. The electromotor, of which the turn-direction can be
switched, has a winding-counter and a thread-guide. They see to it that the pick-up is regularly wound
and gets the right number windings.

SOUND and APPEARANCE.
At the moment that I write this article Van der Donck has just finished an 8-string lapsteel with the for
lapsteels common string length of 568 mm .One of the nicest playing techniques on a lapsteel is imitating
a violin .To make this possible the volume-control must be at exactly the right place. This new miracle
of a guitar has a varnish finish (see picture) and looks different from most industrially made guitars:
they often have a painted finish, but here you can the beautiful pattern of the wood.
The tone is very rich with a lot of sustain and that too makes a great difference with industrially built
guitars. If you bear in mind that all this work is done by hand, Jan's lapsteels are very well payable;
the wooden lapsteels start at 300 Euros and the Frying Pans at 700 Euros.
He also sells pick-ups for lapsteels and does customising.
His details: Jan van der Donck 024-3558467. e-mail: ja.vanderdonck@glazenkamp.net

The following photo’s are of Jan in his work shop and some of the finished guitars:-
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Readers Letters

It’s a Buskers Life.
Shortly after I retired I thought it might be worth trying my hand at busking on the London underground I didn’t
fancy going it alone, so on having a word with my guitarist/vocalist he agreed to give it a go, working as a duo.
Well, it’s not as easy as one may think, firstly you have to acquire a buskers license, so we contacted T.F.L.
for an audition. It was held in a disused underground station, so off we set armed with two battery amps, gui-
tars, microphone, leads etc., not much fun humping this lot around on the tube for a start, (in the rush hour it’s
a nightmare.)
There were lots of artists waiting to be heard, our turn came, I had already set my “Guyatone” Hawaiian guitar
up on its extendable chrome legs, so I could stand up and play. We performed two tunes, one slow and one
up-tempo. I forgot to mention that we had to walk down the escalator, and even worse walk back up it after the
audition with all the gear, as it wasn’t working, and most likely hadn’t been for many years.
A couple of weeks later we were contacted by T.F.L. to be told we had passed. We then had to attend a meet-
ing somewhere in London where upon we were told all the do’s and don’ts of being a busker.
We received an I.D. card with our photos on to hang round our necks when performing, now we were set to
make our fortune!
To secure an allocated spot for a period of two hours, you had to e-mail or phone a central office, and they
would tell you what station they had available and what time they wanted you there. (Pete, I am actually waiting
for the punch line it sounds like a windup. - Pat.)
You could not perform at any of the prime stations, (the best earners) until you had done a certain amount of
work at the ordinary ones, about six months or so. How I envied solo performers with a tin whistle, or a wind
instrument. (No amps to lug around.)
On speaking to other buskers most of them would do about three gigs a day, earning between £30 - £50,
times that by seven, and I guess you could make some sort of living from it, but who wants to live down the
underground?
It can be very cold indeed, and you can be exposed to drunks, gangs of youths any idiot who wants to ridicule
you, although I must say in the short time we were doing it we never encountered any agro, I guess it was only
a matter of time though.
The plus side for us is that being a couple of oldies we could travel for free with our freedom passes, where as
the younger buskers had to pay to get to their destination.
After a couple of months we gave it up as a bad job, it wasn’t viable for a duo, I guess you would have to be a
dedicated solo performer prepared to spend all your time underground to earn any money, at least there is no
tax on your earning, as it would be impossible for anyone to know how much you were getting?
Having said all that, our newfound fame went down the tubes, as the saying goes. (That’s a terrible joke Pete.)
Oh well, back to sending out begging letters again I suppose.

Pete Lake.
Well I’ve learnt something new, I had no idea how involved it was to be a busker.

Hi,
just finished reading the latest issue of Aloha Dream and really enjoyed it as usual. The Ukulele articles were
interesting. The Duke of Uke shop is a short walk from my house, and they even featured in a BBC news arti-
cle earlier this year (http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/8523082.stm). I'd also like to draw the other read-
ers attention to a young hawaiian Ukulele Virtuoso: Taimane Gardner. You can find her details here:
http://taimane.com/bio.html and many songs/videos are available by searching on YouTube.

Andrew Cunningham.

Thanks for another super edition of A.D. I read with great interest about the idea of a "learning curve" for the
inexperienced players like me!!. Is there enough interest yet?. If so, geography permitting, I'd like to have a
bash.
Hope you and Pat keeping well, all the best...............

Patrick Thirsk.

Marjorie J. Scott.
Marjorie 81, passed away on Sunday, July 11th. She moved to Honolulu, Hawaii in the mid 1980s and was
employed in advertising and later by the Hawaiian Steel Guitar Association.
She was fascinated with everything Hawaiian, and was instrumental with a group in founding the Hawaiian
Music Hall of Fame where she was a past president, and enthusiastic supporter until leaving 2004.
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The following letter is to Digby from Lloyd Green.

Dear members of the European Steel Guitar Hall of Fame Selection Committee and members of the association.
I would like to express my deepest appreciation for the honor of having been selected for membership into the
2010 Hall of Fame. Since age 7 my entire life has revolved around the steel guitar, and 8 years later the intro-
duction of the modern pedal steel guitar with the 1953 Webb Pierce recording of “Slowly” which featured Bud
Isaacs on steel.
Later, in my 20s I was fortunate enough to become a member of the recording “A” team in Nashville, Ten-
nessee and made my contributions to the evolution of this magnificent musical instrument in the decades that
followed during the 1960s, ‘70s and ’80s. During that era I found time to travel to, and play, on the European
continent and in the U.K. many times.
It was always, and continues to be, one of my major goals to see our beloved instrument continue to evolve,
be played with new innovation and enjoyed by the world of listeners while maintaining the integrity, invention
and beauty that preceded this century.
So, it is with humility and gratitude I accept this honor and with sadness that I am unable to attend in person.
But my thoughts will certainly be in Chanos-Curson, France on the 18 September, 2010.

With deepest appreciation,
Lloyd Green

More memories from Doreena.
The Hawaiian Serenaders were playing at a theatre near Oxford, when Felix received a ‘phone call asking him
if the band could do a broadcast in London.
Felix, of course, agreed, so some of the band went by coach, and a few went by aeroplane (owned by one of
Felix’s friends).
At this time, Sugondo had a big motorbike, and he chose to ride it to London, promising to meet us there.
Sugondo didn’t turn up at the agreed place and time, so Felix was rather cross and, as usual of course, I got
the blame.
When we got back from the broadcast, and returned to the theatre near Oxford, we learned that Sugondo had
an accident; it seems that he had fallen asleep whilst riding to London on his motorbike, and ended up (awake
by now, of course) in a ditch.
Two dear old ladies, who happened to be driving by at the time, saw him lying in the ditch and, somehow,
managed to get him into their car.
They took Sugondo to the nearest hospital which, incidentally, turned out to be a maternity home.
Sugondo had cut his upper lip and a Doctor stitched it up (something that Maternity home Doctors are, thank-
fully, used to doing). The Doctor was not too pleased as, during the procedure, he had broken one of his precious
needles because, as he commented rather unnecessarily, Sugondo had tough skin. With that, he finished off his
work by putting a large plaster over the cut.
Felix was horrified at seeing the plaster, and said that it would not do to go on stage looking like that.
The girls in the band saved the day, however; they got some eye black and painted over the plaster.
Now Sugondo had a lovely big moustache to go on stage with. The rest of the boys, not to be outdone, all did
the same thing and had big, black moustaches painted on too.
And, not to be upstaged, all the girls also warmed to the idea; they all suddenly acquired fringes, and had their
eyes painted to look like Chinese girls.
This was the kind of fun we always had in the band, and we all thought this was hilarious.
Felix was always the last on stage and, of course, always faced the audience to acknowledge their welcoming
applause, he hadn’t, up to this moment therefore, seen the band’s new look. His face was a picture, however,
when he turned round to conduct.
He had always had a slight stutter but that night, he stuttered to a completely new, and higher level, and gave
us all killing looks throughout that night’s performance.
We knew we were going to be in trouble when the curtain came down and, after he called us back on stage,
we were not disappointed.
Felix really went to town; he was in a raging fury, and quite a few choice words came out too.He shouted “
I thought we had a Hawaiian b-b-b-b-band, not a Chinese b-b-b-b-bloody orchestra!”, then he sacked the lot of
us, there and then. Dave Scott, our manager, slapped his forehead with his hand, and walked away muttering
“Oh ****, Felix has done it again”.
We all turned up the next morning, for rehearsals as usual; Dave Scott then informed us that we were all re-in-
stated, and added “but please, please, please don’t do it again.”
We all said yes but, of course, we didn’t mean it; we always had fun and, sometimes, Felix would laugh about
it afterwards too.

Many thanks Doreena for another great story.
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The 3rd Chanos International Steel Guitar Festival.The 3rd Chanos International Steel Guitar Festival.

How quickly time flies. Here we are getting ready for our 3rd steel guitar festival in Chanos-Curson, France.
My wife, Chantal, and I have a small holiday home in the village which is almost exactly on the 45th parallel and
it seems just a few months ago that, in and idle moment, I proposed starting up a steel guitar festival there.

My father was already playing the steel guitar when I was born in 1943 and so I absorbed its sound and all that
Hawaiian music from the moment I was born. The steel guitar was never strange to me; I've always known it. As
a child I watched my father playing on it or his ukulele and I started playing at around the age of 8 or 9. My dad
was an impatient teacher and I had many friends and outside interests so progress was necessarily slow. And
so it remains to this day. But at least I play my steel guitar and get a lot of pleasure out of it.

About eight years ago I started subscribing to Roy Heap's British Steelies magazine and through its pages dis-
covered the Aloha Dream mag. and the Brecon steel guitar meeting. It was like coming home, steel guitars,
Hawaiian and Country songs just up my street. Most importantly everyone was encouraged to play. Advice if
you wanted it but no criticism if you didn't play the song the "right" way. You could play the guitar your way without
any sense of the better players jerking your lead from the backstage. While players like Basil Henriques and Nor-
man Fletcher would make wonderfully authentic music, players like me were encouraged to get on and play in
their own idiosyncratic styles.

The point is, I have never enjoyed playing like anybody else no matter how good or famous they be. If I like their
playing style I buy their records or go and listen to them, I may even adopt an idea or two. But playing a cover
version is not for me. Frankly it's no fun, which is why I enjoy the meetings at Brecon and Shustoke (formerly
held in Droitwich). I've been to other steel guitar meets where the novices sit on their hands and listen all night
to the better players who aspire to the Nashville standard or whatever. Most have been novices for years, they
dream of playing some wonderful standard tune, they listen attentively and attend every teaching session, but
they never get up and play and sadly they never will.

It struck me that in contrast to other meetings the get-togethers at Brecon and Shustoke were natural and very
friendly affairs, no competitiveness and an atmosphere of complete conviviality. What's more, everyone got to
play and over the years I've seen them all improve. Even I've improved. The reason is very simple, we are all
treated equally, you're given your playing slot and off you go. Everyone is there to help and encourage you and
so, not unnaturally, it was this format that I decided to use for the steel guitar festival in Chanos.

In 2007 I decided to start the Chanos International Steel Guitar Festival in Chanos-Curson a beautiful part of
France at the head of the Rhone plain which lies in the enormous Rhone valley. Facing south the plain stretches
down towards the Med. To the east are the foothills of the Alps and to the west the granitic bulk of the Massif
Centrale known locally as the Ardeche. The plain is planted in fruit orchards or put to grain and the slopes are
covered in vineyards. You couldn't find a better setting for a steel guitar meeting in September.

What I needed was some French steel guitar support for the project and it was not long, before I found some
likely lads via Steel Guitar France the forum run by James Schmitt. James told me that we were unlikely to be
successful unless we linked the festival to some larger musical venue and the others were concerned that I insist-
ed on everyone playing and was not offering master-classes. (Which brings me to another pet irritation, why do
steel guitarists call a beginners class a master class? A master class by definition is a session designed for
master players given by another master. A class for beginners or intermediates is just a class, no matter who
gives it. In France this English linguistic point is totally lost and they will continue to use this phrase inappropriately
for the rest of time.) Be that as it may, I convinced a couple of influential steel players and we have had excellent
support from the French steel guitar community ever since.

The first festival in 2008 was an eye opener for most of the players. For many it was the first time they had played
with foreign players (or even played solo) or had experienced the international brotherhood of the steel guitar
and they all wanted to experience it again. 2009 was a bigger success with a 50% increase in the number of
players and 2010 promises to bring a further increase in players.
In the mean time we are introducing the steel guitar to the local populace. Last year we organised a Steel Guitar
Concert by players who had attended in 2008 and this year we have engaged three professional French players
and their group to provide an evening of steel guitar music to a paying audience. The festival will also be expand-
ed this year to include a rolling jam session to be played in public as well as an acoustic jam to be played outside
the village café.

Digby Hardy.
For more information: http://www.chanos-isgf.org26
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Steel Guitar Convention.
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IInndduuccttiioonn cceerreemmoonnyy 
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France : -
Bernard Glorian
Lionel Wendling

J.J.  Bellenger
Michel

Patrick Laffrat

Germany : -
Wolfgang Bednarz

Joerg Schubert

Netherlands : -
Nora & Rene Ranti

Johan Jansen
Jan Visser

I taly : -
Pietro Sant

Fulvio Lecca

Belgium : -
Trung-Tam Le

Eddie Scheepers

Japan : -
Takuya Midorikawa

U.S : -
Ernie & Helen Coker

U.K : -
Rod & Rosemary King

The White Family
Ron Kew

Digby & Chantal Hardy

Players attending 201Players attending 20100
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